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British Tomato Fortnight 2023



We started this year in a unique 
position as toms shortages made 
headlines across the globe.

This prompted a rise in enquiries 
from journalists and gave us the 
perfect opportunity to celebrate the 
start of the British tomato season. 
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Promote British tomatoes as sustainable and better for the local economy.

Here’s the objectives we set.

Generate consumer loyalty by increasing awareness and understanding of British tomatoes through educational 

content.

Increase visibility and promotions of BTF in-store and online with retailers.

Drive consumer engagement by creating a connection between buyer and grower through grower stories, touching on 

personable, relatable topics – economical, political.

Educate consumers on how to create easy, affordable and delicious meals with our Toms in Ten recipes.
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And here’s a bit of a summary of 
our activity.

• Updating the BTGA website with new content 
including grower Q&A’s, influencer Q&A’s and fresh 
recipes.

• Running an SEO audit and launching a dedicated 
PPC campaign.

• Securing local, regional and national coverage, 
including broadcast.

• Creating ten new recipes with our Toms in Ten 
theme, in partnership with influencers Rukmini Iyer
& Joe Woodhouse.

• Partnering with five brilliant brands to educate 
consumers with inspiring content for BTF 2023.
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Making an impact.

• The results below represent search interest relative to the highest point on the chart for the given region and time. A value of 

100 is the peak popularity for the term. A value of 50 means that the term is half as popular. A score of 0 means there was 

not enough data for this term.

• We can see high demand for British toms around the time that we landed our first bits of coverage in The Guardian and again 

activity picks up in the build-up and during BTF.

Piece published 
in The Guardian
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Driving interest during the fortnight.
• The below compares data during BTF against the campaign dates for last year. We’ve seen a huge increase in interest for the search 

term ‘British tomato fortnight’ and for the more general term ‘tomato’ which is amazing news and shows the impact of our activity 

year on year.



A look at our results
A look at our results
A look at our results
A look at our results
A look at our results
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Media coverage results.

64 
pieces

of coverage overall

an estimated

257 million 
people reached

38% 
increase in 

national coverage
(against last year)

30% 
increase in 

regional coverage
(against last year)

We focused on celebrating our great British growers and targeted national, regional and consumer outlets. Here’s a quick look at
what we achieved!

What we wanted to achieve:

5 pieces of national coverage
20 pieces of regional coverage
6 pieces of consumer coverage

11 pieces of national coverage (120% higher)
43 pieces of regional coverage (114% higher)
7 pieces of consumer coverage (16% higher)

What we achieved:

We also secured 3 pieces of trade coverage.
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Social media results.

459,967 
accounts reached in 

total

16,914
engagements

1,207
new followers

We shared a wide variety of content on our social channels. This included five brand collaborations, recipes, 
giveaways, retailer support, educational content and Q&As.

We posted a mix of organic and paid content to help us target our key audience groups and saw a 98% 
increase in new followers against last year. We also 
re-connected with our loyal community of tomato lovers on Instagram by sending personalised messages 
encouraging them to support the start of the season.

68,000
accounts reached 

through paid content
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Website results.

2.1k 
website visits 

3.7k
page views

42,000
search keyword 

impressions

To help get the website ready for the launch of the fortnight, we focused on search engine optimisation (SEO). 
This will help us generate longer term results and ensure we appear higher when people search for terms like 
‘British tomatoes’ and ‘British tomato recipes’.

We also launched a pay-per-click campaign to help us reach this audience and it resulted in 283 clicks directly 
through to the website.

871
search 

keyword clicks



Some of 
our coverage 

highlights
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Published in:

• The Crawley Observer (estimated reach of 11k)

• West Sussex Gazette (estimated reach of 7k)

• Bucks Herald (estimated reach of 6k)

• West Sussex County Times (estimated reach of 10k)

• Gainsborough Standard (estimated reach of 2k)

• Todmorden News (estimated reach of 2k)

• Banbury Guardian (estimated reach of 27k)

• Mid Hampshire Observer (estimated reach of 17k)

• Melton Times (estimated reach of 6k)

• Leamington Courier (estimated reach of 31k)

• Eastbourne Herald (estimated reach of 68k)

• Sussex Express (estimated reach of 5k)

• Sussex Express – Newhaven (unable to determine reach)

• Sussex Express – Halisham (unable to determine reach)
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Influencers and 
partnerships



Influencers.
• We commissioned Rukmini Iyer

and Joe Woodhouse to help us 
create delicious, engaging content 
to use across our channels. 

• New recipes included a one tray 
roasted tomato orzo, summer 
gazpacho and halloumi salad. 
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Partnerships.
• Brand partnerships are a fantastic way to organically promote British tomatoes alongside other like-minded 

organisations - e.g. British owned, seasonal-focused brands.
• By collaborating in this way, we can reach new audiences and knowledge share. 
• We wanted to work with established household, heritage brands we knew had loyal foodie followers. 
• We were bold with our outreach, spending time researching and tapping into our network, and it paid off, we secured a 

huge amount of extra content for the campaign.
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Retailers.
• It’s hard to get our hands on data, however, 

we know that our work supports your 
relationships with retailers. 

• Year on year, we’re seeing fantastic support 
from retailers who are marking the occasion 
and boosting our comms activity.

• Activity increases in volume (as it were) and 
length of time (stores increasing visible 
promos in store for longer than BTF).

• It impacts sales (as well as consumer 
awareness of the season.



Our learnings



A longer season.
• A large proportion of our press, social and partnership coverage came in before BTF this 

year, which shows we don’t need the fortnight as a hook to get journalist’s interest.
• At the moment, our activity ends abruptly once BTF has wrapped up and it’s worth noting 

a lot of creators drop the mention of ‘British’ when sharing tomato recipes after June, this 
isn’t great!
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Showing off your hard work.
• We focused on celebrating you guys and journalists loved it!

• We felt fantastic support despite it being your busiest time, and it was great to see so many of you 

getting involved.

• Some of you flagged a lack of imagery of the team and in the nurseries, and we think this would be 

useful to consider for future campaigns. We’d be able to use these assets across PR, the website and 

on socials.
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Building on for next year.
• Developing relationships with retailers and getting their buy-in generates fantastic results. 

• Working with likeminded brands to spread our campaign message is worthwhile and resulted in an extra 

piece of influencer content with Clarence Court Eggs. Again, enabling us to reach new audiences! 

• Arranging press drops resulted in 30+ pieces of organic content, building relationships with key individuals 

helps the campaign have extended reach. A special shout out to the growers supporting this.



The end. 
You made it!

Call:
0208 088 3569

Email:
hello@jackandgrace.co.uk

@jackgracecomms

@jackgracecomms
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